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Purpose & Overview: Acetaminophen (N-acetyl-p-aminophenol, APAP, paracetamol, Tylenol®) is the most commonly used drug for the treatment of pain and fever around the world. At the same time, APAP is capable of causing dose-related hepatocellular necrosis responsible for nearly 500 deaths annually in the U.S., as well as 100,000 calls to US Poison Control Centers and 50,000 emergency room visits. APAP toxicity dwarfs all other prescription drugs as a cause for acute liver failure in the United States and Europe, but is not regulated in any significant way. This presentation will highlight the ongoing controversy as to the role of this ubiquitous pain reliever, beginning with its history, pathogenesis of the liver injury, its recognition, treatment and outcomes.

Objectives: Attendees to this lecture should be able to:

1) Distinguish the clinical and biochemical injury pattern of APAP from that of other drug-related liver injury.
2) Recognize modes of treatment for APAP liver injury.
3) Summarize the measures FDA has taken to attempt to limit APAP-related deaths.
4) Take a stand: poison or panacea?
Introduction/Background

Acetaminophen (N-acetyl-p-aminophenol, APAP, paracetamol, Tylenol®) is the most commonly used drug for the treatment of pain and fever around the world. Liver injury secondary to APAP overdose results in nearly 500 deaths in the U.S., as well as 100,000 calls to US Poison Control Centers and 50,000 emergency room visits annually. APAP toxicity accounts for 46% of all acute liver failure (ALF) in the United States and between 40 and 70% of all cases in Great Britain and Europe. Acetaminophen toxicity dwarfs by several-fold the number of deaths related to acute liver failure (ALF) from all prescription drugs combined, and has been the subject of two FDA Advisory Committee meetings in the past 15 years.

![Figure 1. Etiologies of Acute Liver Failure in the USA ALFSG Adult Registry, 1998-2016.](image)

Acetaminophen is very safe when used in limited doses but the margin of safety is relatively narrow, since it causes dose-related liver injury in all mammalian species. The opioid combination medications containing hydrocodone/acetaminophen (Vicodin®, Norco®, others) represent the most frequently prescribed generic in the U.S. with 139 million prescriptions written in 2012. Overall, acetaminophen represents a multi-billion dollar product and Tylenol®, a well-protected brand. Coupled with its reputation as being extremely safe, the public and regulatory authorities are faced with an unusual situation: over-the-counter, yet deadly. Meanwhile, acetaminophen remains a vital substrate for innumerable basic scientists seeking to better understand hepatic metabolism and the mechanisms of liver injury. Thus, for scientists and hepatologists alike, APAP currently provides indefinite job security. How did this ubiquitous mild, pain reliever achieve this unusual status? What can be done to better understand the risk and the consequences of APAP overdosing? The current review will highlight the history of acetaminophen, the pathogenesis and clinical features of its toxicity, challenges in diagnosis and management, as well as its epidemiology and public health considerations.
**History**

As early as 1960, paracetamol as it is referred to in Europe and the United Kingdom (UK), had become a popular analgesic for the treatment of headache and mild pain, possessing few of the side effects associated with aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid). By 1966, initial reports began to appear concerning its association with liver injury and fatalities as a result. By the 1970’s, paracetamol was the most frequently used suicidal agent in the UK; the Liver Unit at Kings College Hospital, in 1972 set up the first 2-bed Liver Intensive Care Unit, typically filled with young women on life support following attempts at self-harm. An APAP overdose of 12 grams, 24 ‘extra strength’ tablets, is associated with a greater than 50% mortality. By 1973, Mitchell and Jollow at the NIH had delineated the APAP metabolic pathway, and suggested that N-acetylcysteine (NAC) was a suitable antidote. Oral NAC (Mucomyst®) came into common usage within a few years. Use of acetaminophen was limited in the United States until the 1980’s when, after the association of aspirin with Reyes syndrome in children was recognized, acetaminophen was promoted as a suitable substitute and became marketed actively as Tylenol® as well as other brands, and in convenience combinations such as acetaminophen/diphenhydramine (TylenolPM®, Nyquil®, others).

By 1986, the initial U.S. reports surfaced regarding severe liver injury associated not with suicide attempts but with so-called ‘therapeutic misadventure,’ an inadvertent overdose in the setting of acute or chronic pain, often accompanied by alcohol use and without suicidal intent. U.S hepatologists became increasingly aware of this entity. Drs. Zimmerman and Maddrey published an article in 1995 describing 67 cases of inadvertent toxicity, most of whom had ingested therapeutic or supra-therapeutic doses without apparent suicidal intent but associated with poor outcomes.

In a review article on Acute Liver Failure in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) in 1993, I mentioned that “the combination of alcohol and acetaminophen accounted for two thirds of the cases of acute liver failure seen at Parkland Hospital (unpublished data).” The following day I was approached by McNeil, the over the counter corporate branch of Johnson and Johnson, makers of Tylenol®, asking for me to show them the Parkland cases. The subsequent detailed chart review resulted in publication in 1997 in NEJM of a report of 71 cases of acetaminophen toxicity identified at Parkland over a 39-month period.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parkland Hospital study of APAP overdoses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suicidal: n=50</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Suicide admitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Single time point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- No cause of pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Early presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 20% ALT &gt; 1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 1 ALF/death in 50 (2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unintentional: n=21</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Suicide denied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Several days’ use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Reason for pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Late presentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Virtually all high ALT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- 8 ALF; 6 (29%) died</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Schiodt et al., NEJM 1997:337:1112-17

Only 9 of 71 had ALF, but they were mostly unintentional
We divided cases into those that were clearly suicidal overdoses and those thought to be unintentional. The criteria became quite clear: suicidal intent was associated with single time-point ingestions, with evidence for self-harm, and no pain issues. By contrast, the unintentional cases were frequently associated with alcohol, but more importantly chronic use/overuse for pain or discomfort of another illness (fever, URI), and not at a single time point, but over several days (or weeks) with no suicidal intent.

The unique features of two groups were evident in the Parkland study: suicides typically were young people with relationship problems, taking between 12 and 50 gms at one time, but announcing the overdose, so that they were brought to the Emergency Department, and, for the most part, were given NAC promptly. Use of the NAC antidote within 12-18 hours virtually totally prevented liver injury, whereas later presentations would be associated invariably with severe liver injury proportional to the dose taken. Unintentional overdoses usually involved 6-10 gm/day over several days for post-op pain, pancreatitis, low back pain, frequently involving use of opioid combinations, without any suicidal intent. Not recognizing anything abnormal in their behavior, the unintentional patients presented only after symptoms associated with acute liver failure developed.

**Acute Liver Failure**

Acute liver failure (fulminant hepatic failure, ALF) has been recognized since the 1950’s as the rapid onset of severe hepatocyte injury from a variety of causes that led in the early era prior to transplantation to a nearly universally fatal outcome. Criteria were established that remain in use to the present: the appearance of hepatic encephalopathy and coagulopathy with an INR ≥ 1.5, after an illness of less than 26 weeks and without pre-existing liver disease. Burton Combes at UT Southwestern early on reported a small series of ALF patients, noting the presence of hepatic encephalopathy and cerebral edema as hallmark features unique to this setting. Survival in the 1970’s was limited to less than 10% and treatments were unknown. Estimates have placed the incidence at 2,000 per year in the United States making this a super orphan disease. Its high mortality and resource utilization, and its predilection for young people, has attracted interest and support for research into this fascinating and frustrating condition.

The Acute Liver Failure Study Group (ALFSG) was organized with initial pilot funding from FDA and NIH, currently funded through 2020. Its purpose was to establish a network that would allow these rare cases to be grouped for study, incorporating multiple North American sites with an interest in participating. Initially, the sites forwarded a list of patients from their transplant database in the pre-EMR era. In January 1998, ALFSG began collecting prospective, detailed case histories and biosamples, has now enrolled nearly 3,000 cases over 18 years. It rapidly became apparent that APAP was indeed the most prevalent cause of ALF in the United States. An initial 20-38% rapidly rose to nearly 50% within the first several years of the study. The overall breakdown of etiologies over the life of the network has changed little, although the incidence of hepatitis A and B-related ALF has declined somewhat. Worldwide, acetaminophen is associated with the developed world and is largely absent or displaced by viral hepatitis in the developing world.

**Acetaminophen: Pathogenesis**

As a dose-related toxin acetaminophen causes hepatocyte and renal tubular injury in a predictable fashion across all mammalian species. Centrilobular necrosis is the hallmark lesion that is indistinguishable by routine light microscopy from ischemic necrosis, also affecting the same zone 3 of the hepatic lobule, where oxygen tension is lowest. As a result, classic acetaminophen toxicity is associated with the highest aminotransferase enzyme levels recognized, as high as 15-30,000 IU/L, (upper limit of
normal = 40 IU/L). The pathway as outlined indicates that the parent compound is readily esterified to glucuronides and/or sulfates unless the capacity for esterification is saturated, in which case a secondary pathway via cytochrome P450 enzymes comes into play, principally Cyp 2E1, leading to formation of a highly reactive and toxic intermediate metabolite, N-acetyl-p-benzoquinone imine (NAPQI). \(^6\)

Figure 2. Metabolic pathway for acetaminophen.

NAPQI can be de-toxified via glutathione to mercapturic acid that is water soluble, harmless and readily excreted in urine. Once glutathione depletion occurs, NAPQI binds directly to cell proteins via cysteine residues, disrupts cellular integrity yielding hepatocyte necrosis. This injury likely takes place very rapidly once glutathione depletion is accomplished, leading to the extraordinary levels of aminotransferases but also a very rapid decline upon cessation of liver injury. However, given the relatively long half-life of both aspartate and alanine aminotransferase (AST and ALT, respectively), the enzymes subside fully only after 3-9 days, depending on the severity of the injury. The injury is so uniform in nature that a mathematical model has been created to predict outcome, using only the AST, ALT and INR values at one time point. \(^22\)

Clinical picture: the APAP phenotype

After an acetaminophen overdose at a single time point, there is no immediate sedative effect, and few symptoms initially, until nausea and vomiting develop between 12 and 24 hours. In the next 24 hours, symptoms may improve but aminotransferases (aspartate aminotransferase-AST and alanine aminotransferase-ALT) and even INR rise abruptly and to very high levels, frequently above 10,000 IU/L, normal (< 40 IU/L), with INR ≥ 4.0. By 72-96 hours biochemical elevation will have peaked and somnolence, stupor and coma ensued, with the appearance of hyperammonemia, lactic acidosis, cerebral edema, brain stem herniation and vascular collapse. \(^23\) Concomitant acute
(tubular) kidney injury (AKI, 70%) and varying degrees of skeletal muscle cytolysis also occurs. If the multi-organ failure syndrome does not begin to evolve at this point, then recovery ensues equally quickly, with rapid resolution of AST/ALT and INR, and there appears to be no permanent injury, the AKI resolving in a week or two although temporary dialysis may be required.

On arrival in the Emergency Department, a careful history is necessary to elicit the details surrounding an overdose. After a single time point ingestion, a determination may be made of the severity provided that the time of ingestion is known. This requires using the Rumack nomogram, a way of calculating the risk, by measuring acetaminophen in the patient’s plasma. This method is of no use for multiple time-point ingestions or if the time of ingestion is uncertain. Similarly, plasma acetaminophen levels will be undetectable in many who present with symptoms of early liver failure, since its half-life is 304 hours and the drug will be fully metabolized by the time the liver damage is well under way.

N-acetylcysteine is a reliable antidote, providing sulfhydryl donor groups to prevent binding of NAPQI, the highly reactive intermediate, to cellular proteins. However, administration of NAC must take place by 12 hours after ingestion for full protection to take place, partial amelioration occurring at later time points. NAC is typically given if the history is uncertain, since it has few side effects and essentially no risk to its use.

Table 1. Comparison of Clinical and Biochemical Features of ALF Etiologies, N=2,345

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>APAP N=1080</th>
<th>Drug n=252</th>
<th>Indeterminate n=282</th>
<th>HepA/HepB n=37/166</th>
<th>All Others N=528</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (median)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50/42.5</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (% F)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>43/45</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaundice to coma (Days)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4/8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coma ≥3 (%)</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>54/50</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALT (median IU)</td>
<td>3790</td>
<td>672.5</td>
<td>863.5</td>
<td>2229/1483</td>
<td>716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bili (median)</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>20.4</td>
<td>12.5/18.4</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx (%)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35/39</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transplant-free Survival (%)</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>49/20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Survival (%)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>73/54</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The specific biochemical pattern observed for APAP is particularly noteworthy when compared to most other forms of liver injury that are not hyper-acute but sub-acute in evolution. As a result, most forms of liver injury evolving over 1-6 weeks demonstrate lower aminotransferase and higher bilirubin levels, since bilirubin accumulates over time in tissue and plasma when excretion hepatocyte function is impaired. Data from the ALFSG emphasize these differences as well as a significant difference in overall outcomes between APAP and, say, other forms of drug-induced liver injury due to prescription drugs (DILI).20,21

Despite the seemingly contrasting clinical scenarios associated with unintentional and suicidal APAP ingestions, patients who develop ALF due to either form resemble each other in many ways. Europe and the UK now recognize ‘staggered overdoses’ comparable to unintentional ones, currently comprising up to 30% of UK cases.26 Both forms are associated with equally high aminotransferase levels and nearly the same frequency of anti-depressant and other substance use, suggesting (among other things) that patients with chronic pain often are given anti-depressants to help with their symptoms. Additionally, the similarities between the intentional and unintentional cases biochemically suggest that once glutathione depletion occurs, the damage is uniquely sudden and severe, resolving in an equally rapid fashion. No truly chronic toxicity for acetaminophen has been identified, and there appear to be no long-term hepatic effects following even a very severe overdose.

The APAP phenotype: role of substance abuse

In reviewing the large ALFSG APAP patient series that now includes more than 1000 patients, it is apparent that substance use and abuse characterize both the suicidal and unintentional patients. We asked 86 survivors of severe APAP overdoses associated with ALF, to complete a detailed questionnaire concerning reasons for overdose, quantity, substance abuse, and administered the MINI depression scale and the Barrett impulsivity scale (BIS). Both intentional and unintentional APAP overdoses demonstrated increased substance use abuse, depression and impulsivity scores.29 Additionally, in follow-up studies on transplant-free survivors, APAP patients when compared to non-APAP ALF are younger, less likely to be married or employed and at least twice as likely as non-APAP survivors to have underlying psychiatric disease. When they could be located and interviewed after 1-2 years, APAP patients reported lower scores on Health-Related Quality of Life measures.30 In a further study, a series of 24 single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in nine genes related to impulsivity and/or substance abuse that may modify response to stress were sought in 229 Caucasian APAP overdose patients. The genotype frequencies of two SNPs were found to be significantly different between the cases and controls, specifically SNP rs2282018 in the arginine vasopressin gene (AVP, OR 1.64) and SNP rs11174811 in the AVP receptor 1A gene (AVPR1A, OR 1.89), both of which have been previously linked to a drug use disorder diagnosis.31 Thus, APAP patients frequently are capable of impulsive and high risk behavior, perhaps on a genetic basis. Whether alcohol truly enhances the injury, it and other substances certainly alter consciousness and the ability to keep track of number of pills ingested.

Acetaminophen adducts: diagnosing the overdose after the fact

Patients who present to hospital following a severe acetaminophen overdose of either type will typically demonstrate mental alterations and encephalopathy, the hallmarks of ALF. Thus, the history of the ingestion may be obscured, underplayed, or even denied, while the evidence of the overdose, namely the acetaminophen in the blood stream may have already disappeared via hepatic metabolism. An assay that
measures the toxic by-product of NAPQI binding to cell proteins, Cys-APAP adducts, has proven helpful in delineating cases where the history is uncertain. This assay currently requires high-pressure liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection (HPLC-EC), a two-day process, but a point-of-care assay is under development.

Using the adduct assay, 7/36 (19%) of an initial group of ‘indeterminate’ acute liver failure patients were demonstrated to have adduct levels indistinguishable from known suicidal patients.

Thus, the APAP-Cys adduct level can be used to identify overdoses where the history is for any reason obscure. A second adduct study confirmed quite precisely the high sensitivity and specificity of the assay. Beta testing of a rapid adduct assay has already been conducted, with a phase 3 trial to follow soon.

**Other clinical observations**

By now, it is clear that APAP has a narrow therapeutic window, with significant toxicity at only 2-3 times the daily recommended dose. Further insight was provided by a study in a clinical research unit where otherwise healthy individuals were given 1000 mg acetaminophen every 6 hours, replicating the maximum recommended daily dose. By day 5, nearly 30% of patients had aminotransferase elevations, some as high as 500 IU/L. These were random individuals; however, more susceptible individuals have been identified that harbor polymorphisms that alter drug metabolism via the cytochromes or glucuronidation pathways. Although strong associations have been postulated for alcohol and with other substance abuse, it remains unclear whether alcohol directly
potentiates liver injury in this setting.\textsuperscript{37} Starvation clearly enhances toxicity due to depletion of glutathione. Convenience preparations such as those containing diphenhydramine (Nyquil\textsuperscript{®}, others), do not appear to enhance liver injury although a large overdose may prolong somnolence and impede removal to hospital for medical care.\textsuperscript{38} Hydrocodone combinations with APAP are prescription only, constituting the most commonly prescribed generic in the U.S.; it is unlikely that the presence of hydrocodone enhances toxicity but habituation to the opioid may increase desire for supra-therapeutic amounts as is commonly seen in the unintentional group that suffer from chronic pain.\textsuperscript{29} The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) recently sought to limit such exposures by capping the opioid combination quantity of APAP at 325 mg per tablet, where formerly quantities of APAP in individual tablets ranged from 500, 650 or 750 mg each.\textsuperscript{39}

**Treatment**

The patient presenting with APAP overdose may elude initial recognition by the first medical contact for a variety of reasons: somnolence, denial or being unaware of possible APAP toxicity due to unintentional overdosing. Thus, a physician evaluating any patient with unexplained altered mentation should obtain an acetaminophen level immediately, along with other toxicology screening tests, but not rely exclusively on the result in excluding APAP ingestion, since later presentations occur outside the period of metabolism after the parent compound has disappeared. Treatment of a suicidal overdose that presents within 4 hours begins with activated charcoal to bind remaining tablets within the stomach as well as NAC. Beyond 4 hours, NAC alone is the treatment of choice, given orally, or more frequently, intravenously to preclude vomiting.

Recent data suggest that patients that arrive with normal aminotransferase levels and promptly receive NAC will not suffer any significant degree of toxicity. Thus, receiving NAC within 12 hours carries a reasonable assurance of a good outcome. More often, the history of an overdose may be elusive or questionable, once liver injury has begun. In this instance, the nearly unique pattern of liver function test elevations is a very strong surrogate to suggest APAP toxicity. The characteristic ‘hyper-acute’ enzyme pattern for acetaminophen toxicity wherein the AST and ALT are strikingly elevated, often exceeding 5,000 IU/L. Despite this apparent severity, bilirubin levels remain near or only slightly above normal, confirming that the injury, although severe, is only 2-3 days old. Recognition of the hyper-acute pattern should lead to consideration of use of NAC promptly even in the absence of a convincing APAP history, since the differential diagnosis of this particular enzyme pattern is limited (ischemia, rarely viral hepatitis). Failure to promptly administer NAC can be disastrous, turning a full recovery into a fatal event.\textsuperscript{40} NAC has been shown to improve outcomes in non-APAP ALF in a controlled blinded study performed by ALFSG, so its use is advocated by many although it is not FDA approved for the non-APAP indication.\textsuperscript{41} Beyond the antidote, close observation and good care of the comatose patient are advised, with referral to a transplant center and prompt consideration of listing for transplantation if this is an appropriate consideration.

**Management in ALF: cerebral edema and multi-organ failure**

Patients with ALF of any kind can deteriorate rapidly and develop vascular collapse and cerebral edema as well as infection, acute kidney injury and acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS). Overall guidelines have been developed but are based largely on expert opinion as opposed to randomized controlled trials, given the rarity of the disease. Additionally, while initial management is directed at the specific etiology, ALF encompasses a common multi-organ failure picture that resembles sepsis,
but differs in the very elevated ammonia levels that accompany such patients. While ammonia remains controversial as the cause of encephalopathy in cirrhosis, its role in brain edema is more secure, with arterial ammonia levels above 200µM/L being highly associated with the presence of brain edema that can lead to uncal herniation. Accordingly, methods to reduce ammonia have been sought. Conventional treatments for cirrhosis-related encephalopathy (lactulose, antibiotics such as rifaximin) appear ineffective in this setting. ALFSG is conducting a phase IIa trial to explore the safety and tolerability of ornithine phenylacetate (OPA) as an ammonia-trapping agent. Ornithine driving the binding of ammonia initially as glutamine that is then combined with the phenyl acetate to form phenyl acetylglutamine that can be excreted in the urine. To date, the drug appears safe but its ammonia lowering ability remains unclear, since this is not a controlled trial. A further ongoing trial in patients with cirrhosis and encephalopathy is underway to more rapidly resolve encephalopathy; results are pending at this time.

Outcomes/prognosis

Predicting outcome in all forms of ALF is difficult, but becomes particularly challenging in acetaminophen ALF. Overall, nearly two thirds of patients with APAP ALF recover fully, while only a small fraction receive a transplant or die. Nonetheless, acetaminophen toxicity is the most common cause of death due to the sheer numbers of cases. In the UNOS system of organ sharing for transplantation, those with any form of ALF are listed as the highest priority, Status 1, and are given preference above the MELD scoring system because of a high likelihood of death within 7 days. While a large number of APAP patients are not listed for transplantation, either because they are not considered sick enough or for psychosocial reasons (prior suicide attempts, substance abuse), few listed patients receive a graft in part because of rapid disease evolution and relatively long donor organ wait times.

Figure 4. Sankey plot illustrating the path of all APAP patients listed over 7 days following admission.
A recent study (Figure above) sought to compare outcomes for APAP and other categories of ALF following listing. Only a small number (approximately 7%) of APAP ALF eventually undergo liver transplantation: only 22% were listed, compared to 57% among non-APAP etiologies. Despite being sicker in most parameters, even fewer listed APAP patients received a graft: 36% compared to 74% for non-APAP. As shown in Figure 4, by 4 days following admission to study, virtually all APAP transplants and all deaths had occurred, whereas with DILI, autoimmune or viral hepatitis, the disease was still evolving through 7 days, with patients remaining viable candidates, so that they could receive a transplant at 6 to 7 days or more following listing. One intriguing insight is that, among those listed for liver transplant, markers of illness severity among those ultimately receiving a transplant resembled more closely those who survived without a graft than those who died, an observation that appears counter-intuitive. This may call into question our criteria for providing transplants to this very sick population: the likelihood of recovery remains very uncertain but life post transplant has unique challenges as well.

Determining Prognosis in APAP ALF

As the above paragraph indicates, prognostic scoring systems are vitally needed to answer the question: to transplant or not to transplant? While following the INR value daily is remarkably easy and somewhat effective, a more complex score that separates APAP from non-APAP cases, the Kings College Hospital (KCH) scoring system developed in the 1980’s, has remained in favor despite its limitations. The KCH score is reasonably effective at identifying those dying (has specificity) but lacks sensitivity yielding only about a 50% success rate in predicting survival. Recent attempts to improve on prognosis in APAP overdoses have included a mathematical model based solely on AST/ALT and INR, relying only on readily available and objective information. An even newer prognostic index developed by ALFSG may be more helpful and will soon be accessible via an ‘app’. No prognostic index works perfectly or universally, perhaps because none can take into account the variety of secondary complications (infection, bleeding, pulmonary and cardiac issues) and variations in care that ALF patients experience.

Epidemiology and Size of the Problem

To date, there has been no evidence of declining incidence of APAP-related ALF in the US. Following legislation passed by the British Parliament in 1998 to limit package size and require blister packaging (presumably to deter impulsive, large dose ingestions), the number of ICU admissions and transplants performed generally declined with some exceptions. The US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has less authority in regard to over-the-counter medications than prescription drugs. FDA has struggled to meet the problem of APAP toxicity, holding two recent Advisory Committee meetings, in 2002 and 2009. The fact that overdoses are in part self-inflicted has limited efforts to find a real solution; FDA has mainly directed its attention on the unintentional overdose patients. While the 2002 Advisory Committee focused solely on package labeling, a Task Force was put in place thereafter that resulted in the 2009 meeting that addressed larger issues: Should the maximum daily dose be diminished? Should the opioid combinations be unbundled? Should convenience combinations be limited or outlawed? The committee voted to decrease the 4 gram per day limit but did not specify what level it should be, and voted to unbundle the opioids, but this has not taken place to date, possibly mired in the larger issue of opioid abuse, a separate but not unrelated problem. FDA did implement 3 years ago a requirement that opioid combination
products be limited to 325 mg per tablet, rather than the 500, 650 and 750 mg combinations formerly permitted. It is not clear that this change has resulted in fewer overdoses but its effect may still be felt as full implementation is only about a year old. An extensive review of the APAP problem has been provided by Pro Publica, a public interest journalism website that develops in-depth research on topics such as this. Research provided more detail on the pharmaceutical industry’s protection of the safety record of acetaminophen, specifically regarding when the risks were known and whether they have been minimized or ignored over the years. The problem in some regards resembles that of the tobacco industry, where scientific evidence of the harm being caused was available for a long time before the widespread acceptance of the product’s safety was called into question.

Conclusions

To date, there is no solution to the dilemma of this unique mild, readily available pain reliever that on the one hand is considered safe and on the other is capable of causing fatal outcomes. As early as 1973, an editorial in Lancet declared: “If paracetamol was discovered today it would not be approved by the Committee on Safety of Medicines (a fore-runner of the UK NICE agency), and it would certainly never be freely available without prescription…surely the time has come to replace paracetamol with an effective analogue which cannot cause liver damage.” More than 40 years later, acetaminophen remains a top seller and likely to remain so. The search for safer alternatives seems not to be underway, perhaps because the new compound would have to be both safe and more effective to gather market share from this ubiquitous, toxic but durable product.
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